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Welcome Back Paul Allen!

Greetings!  My name is Paul D. Allen, and I am a Sales & Leasing Consultant at Lexus of Las Vegas. 
I have been married for almost 18 years, and I have 5 wonderful children.  A little over a year ago, I
became a grandfather to a beautiful baby boy, who lives in Texas.

I originally started with Lexus in 2013, and have been in the automotive field for almost 14 years.  I
have worked in Sales, Financial Services, and Management.  I came to Lexus simply because I
wanted to sell the finest luxury car in the world, and work for the best company in the automotive
industry.

My hobbies include martial arts.  I presently study Wing Chun Kung Fu.  I also love to watch all
sports, especially soccer.  I am passionate about cooking and love to prepare huge meals every
Sunday for my oversized family to enjoy.
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Your Lexus Tires Are Unique
Replace Lexus tires with careful consideration

Remember that time the car in front of you suddenly stopped without warning? How about the time a
pedestrian stepped off a curb just before you made a legal right turn? Or the time a dog, deer, or other
animal suddenly crossed in front of you from out of nowhere?

When you stepped on the brakes in these situations, your Lexus harnessed several technologies to
help avoid an accident, but ultimately it all came down to four components: the tires.

“A car’s brakes stop the wheels from turning, and safety systems like Anti-lock Braking help reduce
stopping distance, but it’s a car’s tires that also determine how quickly a vehicle stops,” says one
Lexus certified technician.

This is one reason why Lexus engineers carefully selected your model’s particular factory tires. Your
Lexus has a specific shape, mass, center of gravity, and drag coefficient (a measure of
aerodynamics), which all had to be taken into account when selecting the right factory tires to properly
transfer the vehicle’s emergency-braking systems—such as Anti-lock Braking, Brake Assist[1], and
the Pre-Collision System[2] (if your vehicle is equipped)—to the road.



And that’s just the role the right tires play for safety performance.

As you’ve likely discovered by now, your Lexus model has a distinct personality, or driving feel, which
Lexus engineers meticulously calibrated to deliver a model-specific driving experience—a crossover
NX is purposefully designed to drive differently than an IS sport sedan, which is made to drive
differently than an RC F performance coupe, and so on.

Again, because tires also transfer handling system characteristics, such as steering and acceleration,
to the pavement, they affect a model’s personality enormously. For this reason, Lexus engineering
teams spend countless hours working with tire manufacturers to select model-specific tire designs
that help reflect the intended driving experience. (When developing the Lexus LC, for example, Lexus
and Michelin® engineers tested more than 1,200 prototypes before finalizing a factory tire that
helped deliver a feel they thought drivers would enjoy most).

There are other factors that engineers and designers examined when pairing a factory tire design to
your model. Consider noise. Your Lexus model has goals for keeping external noise and vibrations
from entering the cabin, which means its factory tires were also chosen to roll quietly to meet those
standards—while also taking into account the traction characteristics associated with your model type
(an RC coupe’s high-speed pavement grip or a GX SUV’s steady multi-terrain traction, for example).

With all of this in mind, it’s obviously important—when the time comes—to choose replacement tires
that continue to fulfill your vehicle’s safety, handling, noise, and other unique requirements.
Fortunately, just as a colossal effort went into pairing your model with its original factory tires, Lexus
also extensively evaluated—and formally approved—the recommended replacement options across



different tire manufacturers.

This is why it’s wise to work with your Lexus dealership’s Tire Center, since not only will a service
consultant be versed in your model’s engineering background and requisite tire characteristics, she/he
will also know you—how you’ve been using your vehicle, the driving experience you’re looking for,
and your geographic region—to help you choose the right tires. Plus, your dealership will likely include
other services, such as a wheel alignment, which aren’t always offered at non-Lexus tire-replacement
facilities.

By Brian Gill

 

[1] Brake Assist is designed to help the driver take full advantage of the benefits of ABS. It is not a
substitute for safe driving practices. Braking effectiveness also depends on proper brake-system
maintenance, tire and road conditions.

[2] The Lexus Safety System+ Pre-Collision System is designed to help avoid or reduce the crash
speed and damage in certain frontal collisions only. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving.
System effectiveness is dependent on road, weather and vehicle conditions. See Owner's Manual for
additional limitations and details.
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L/Certified Spring Collection Sales Event 

 

It is time for the 2018 L/Certified Spring Collection Sales Event, where qualified Lexus of Las Vegas
guests will have the opportunity to take advantage of exceptional offers available on select L/Certified
models April 2 - May 31.

The sales event will also feature and highlight the L/Certified by Lexus program benefits, including the
Unlimited-Mileage L/Certified Warranty and Complimentary Maintenance Plan.
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We're Runnin' for the House Again! 
Join us at the Ronald McDonald House Annual 5k & Family Fun Run







WHAT
The Runnin’ for the House 5K Run and Fun Walk features a certified 5k course, pancake breakfast,
race expo, children’s activities, and a great raffle—attracting over 1,000 of the valley’s active and
health-conscious House supporters.

DATE
Saturday, April 28, 2018

PACKET PICKUP

At the House, located at 2323 Potosi Street in Las Vegas, on Friday, April 27th from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and on Race Day starting at 6:30 a.m.

TIME

6:30 a.m. Registration and Check-In, Expo Booths Open
7:45 a.m. Warm Up
8:00 a.m. 5K Competitive Race Starts, Pancake Breakfast Begins
8:05 a.m. Non-competitive Race Starts
8:10 a.m. Fun Walk
9:15 a.m. Awards Presentation and Raffle

LOCATION
Ronald McDonald House Charities® of Greater Las Vegas
2323 Potosi St. Las Vegas, Nevada 89146
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Lexus LC Hybrid
The 2018 Lexus LC Hybrid: the right way to make a hybrid

Hybrids are often presented as humdrum and powerless grocery-getters incapable of providing an
enjoyable ride. Lexus decided that was a terrible way to make a hybrid and, in response, created the
2018 Lexus LC Hybrid, a luxury coupe with all of the dynamic style the brand has to offer.

Hybrid power

Surprisingly, the powertrain is one
of the highlights of the LC Hybrid. It
is the first vehicle to boast a hybrid
system featuring a 3.5-liter V6
Atkinson-cycle gasoline engine
mated to Lexus’ Multistage Hybrid
Drive. This gives the 2018 LC
Hybrid a total of 354 horsepower
and an impressive 0-to-60-mph
time of just 4.7 seconds.

Just because an electric vehicle
can operate on a single,
continuously-variable transmission
doesn’t mean it has to. Lexus
chose to preserve the sporty drive
of the 2018 LC Hybrid with a
10-speed multistage transmission
with Manual Drive Mode, which lets
drivers select and hold any direct gear shifts through its paddle shifters.

All of this performance comes at a very low fuel cost. The 2018 LC Hybrid gets an impressive 35 mpg
on the highway.*

Lexus luxury

In addition to its excellent and unique hybrid powertrain, the 2018 Lexus LC Hybrid is filled with all of
the luxuries the brand has at its disposal. The front seats come standard with heating and ventilation
at three setting levels apiece. The LC Hybrid comes with a glass roof, offering a greater sense of
openness while driving and adding to its iconic design, which also includes specially-sculpted and
distinctive Alcantara®-trimmed door panels. This, combined with premium features like ambient LED
interior lighting and dual-zone climate control with a Climate Concierge system, make the 2018 LC
Hybrid a beautiful ride.

The 2018 Lexus LC Hybrid is truly the correct way to make a hybrid. Rather than being a drab, boring
gas-sipper, it is a thrilling, luxurious driving machine sure to be loved by all who sit behind the wheel.

*Preliminary mileage estimates determined by Lexus. EPA mileage estimates not available at time of
posting. Actual mileage will vary.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Lexus GX
The 2018 Lexus GX offers a premium off-road experience

The 2018 Lexus GX symbolizes the reason so many people love luxury SUVs. Its impressive size and
utility combined with the latest technologies and off-road capability make it an all-around excellent and
dependable vehicle to have in your garage.

Design

On the outside, the 2018 Lexus GX
is an old-school SUV, boasting a
tall, square shape and a robust look
that hints at its off-road chops.
Inside, the design veers toward
modern comfort and ergonomics
rather than trying to strike a bold
look. The controls are easy to
reach, the fit-and-finish is
impeccable and the front-seat
comfort is unparalleled. The
legroom in the rear seats is
generous, though for long trips, the
third row is best suited for kids. The
base GX comes with NuLuxe
synthetic leather upholstery and
genuine wood trim, while the
Premium gets real leather and
mahogany, and the top-of-the-line
Luxury comes with a
beautifully-made wood- and leather-trimmed heated steering wheel.

Performance

The 2018 Lexus GX derives power from a rugged 4.6-liter V8, applying 301 horsepower and 329 lb-ft
of torque to all four wheels via a six-speed automatic transmission. This is a full-time four-wheel-drive
(4WD) system that features a two-speed transfer case and lockable center differential for maximum
traction in even the lowest of grip conditions. The cost of such impressive performance is fuel
economy, but if you value being able to climb over boulders, ford small streams, drive through mud or
tow up to 6,500 pounds, you won’t find another SUV that can handle the task as well as the Lexus
GX.

Technology

There is no shortage of advanced features and technologies in the 2018 Lexus GX. It comes standard
with 10-way power front seats, dual-zone climate control and an 8.0-inch touchscreen infotainment
system in addition to Bluetooth®, Siri Eyes Free® and dual USB inputs to facilitate smartphone
connectivity. Other available tech includes a dual-screen rear-seat entertainment system and a
17-speaker Mark Levinson ® Premium Surround Sound audio system, as well as a variety of active
safety technologies that enhance your awareness behind the wheel.

The 2018 Lexus GX’s brute-like off-road capability is balanced by its warm comfort and lavish
technologies.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Lexus “F” Badge Turns 10
Lexus releases two special editions to celebrate a decade of “F”
cars

In February, Lexus revealed the 2019 Lexus GS F sedan and 2019 RC F coupe at the Chicago Auto
Show. Both models pay tribute to the 10th anniversary of the “F” badge lineup.

Ten years ago, the automaker forged the badge with the goal of raising the bar on vehicle
performance standards to suit modern drivers’ preferences. Today, the “F” cars continue to thrive and
attract new customers who desire a
vehicle with stunning style and
driving force. 

Both the 2019 Lexus GS F and
2019 RC F boast sophisticated
cosmetic details inside and out. A
matte Nebula Gray exterior flaunts
a carwash-resistant finish. Black
multi-spoke, 19-inch wheels pair
with Michelin Pilot Sport PS2 tires,
while blue brake calipers add
contrast. The refinement continues
in the cabin, manifesting in the
form of blue carbon fiber and
leather accents.

Underneath the hood of the 2019
Lexus GS F sedan, a 5.0-liter V8
engine churns out an impressive
467 horsepower, allowing the car
to accelerate from zero to 60 mph in just 4.5 seconds.  The torque vectoring rear differential
contributes to a responsive driving experience. Thanks to variable dampers, you can adjust the driving
mode, depending on whether you want an athletic or smooth ride.

The RC F borrows the same powertrain, although a Torsen limited slip differential comes standard. It’s
the better choice if you prefer a trendier coupe body to a sedan profile.

If you want the rarer version, opt for the GS F sedan, since Lexus will produce only 100 units of this
model. The number of RC F coupes, on the other hand, will be more plentiful: the brand will churn out
240 of these.

You can expect both the 2019 GS F and RC F to arrive on the market sometime this summer. It might
seem like a long time to wait; however, considering the dynamic vigor and sporty styling of these
special editions, the wait will be well worth it.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Lexus Places in Top 10 at Rolex 24 Hours at Daytona
Lexus opens endurance race season with strong performance at
Rolex 24 

January brought more than just the first month 2018. It also brought the opening event for the 2018
IMSA endurance racing season: the Rolex 24 Hours of Daytona.

Lexus in Daytona

The Rolex 24 Hours of Daytona
race is a grueling day-long
endurance race, and Lexus brought
two RC F GT3 racing cars to
compete in the GTD class.

In a first for Lexus’ 3GT Racing
team, the No. 15 RC F GT3 scored
a team-best finish for the Rolex 24
at Daytona by placing in ninth. The
No. 14 RC F GT3 followed, placing
in 15th with an entirely new driver
lineup for the season. During the
race, both cars spent the majority
of their laps within the top several
spots, at least to begin with. During
the third hour of the race, both cars
were forced to fall back after a
caution-period issue, and other
small issues kept the teams off of the podium.

Reflections

Lexus’ Motorsports Manager Mark Egger had this to say about the performance of the 3GT Racing
Lexus RC F GT3s: “The Lexus RC F GT3 started off very strong. We qualified fourth and sixth in the
GTD class and when we look at where we’ve come from it’s been almost a 180 degree turn from a
year ago. We had a whole lot of data to fall back on. The Lexus ran strong throughout the first part of
the race, we had both RC F GT3s finish the race and a top-10 by the No. 15 Lexus so we’re pretty
excited.”

The drivers echoed Egger’s optimism about future races in the RC F GT3s later this season, with Kyle
Marcelli, co-driver in the No. 14 car, saying that if it hadn’t been for the minor issue early on, the
Lexus team would have been a podium contender. He added that even though the team didn’t place,
it is still on track for a strong season. “The main thing is we finished, we scored points and in this
series you’ve got to look at it as a whole. It’s not just one race. You have to string all 11 races together
and the points matter. We’re still in good shape, it’s very early.”

Like Marcelli pointed out, Lexus and 3GT Racing are competing in 10 additional races in the IMSA’s
GTD class for 2018 after Daytona. The Lexus team aims to make the rest of the season one to
remember.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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